
Sermon Belfast First Church October 16, 2016                Rev. Joan Smith 

Written On Your Heart

Our Scripture this morning tells us that after a time of examination, tearing apart,

pruning and even throwing away, comes a time of truing up and planting and

building.  And through the prophet Jeremiah, the Holy makes an astounding

declaration:  We will know what is true, we will know what to plant and how to

nurture those new seeds and plants. Not just the great, not just the leaders, not

just the pastors….but everyone.  Direct connection with God’s guidance, not

mediated through a priest or reverend.

Now that we are 2/3 of the way through our sabbatical time together, you are

becoming the radio receivers for divine guidance about your calling, individually

and as a spiritual community. 

The clues usually show up outside and inside. 

Events show up on your doorstep, unbidden. 

Possibilities knock at your heart, wake you up at night, enflame your response to

events resulting in you bursting out:  Somebody needs to DO something about

that, say something! 

At first all these eruptions may seem like a cacophony of events, but eventually

you will know the wheat from the chaff, inner and outer clues line up, and the

rest falls into the background. 

This morning, I simply want to show you what has turned up on the doorstep of

First Church just this week. No need to be overwhelmed, just let these events lay

on the altar here, and every once in a while look to see if any connections occur

to you. There will be one guiding purpose that emerges eventually, like an arch

that holds everything you do like an embrace. Your decisions about where to put

your attention, engage your skills, live out God’s call in your own life, will become

easier to make.  Does it belong under that arch, or not?  If not, no matter how

lovely or important or interesting or stimulating it is, let it go. Otherwise, when

the needs that DO belong to you at First Church come along, you will be too busy
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to notice them, or end up agonizing because you DO NOTICE them and see you

are already overcommitted to a variety of projects that seemed good, but are not

your true calling.  There is no pain like what you feel as you watch the boat with

your name on it sailing down the river without you. 

Here is what showed up in my email, phone or doorstep this week. They are all

possible clues to your future purpose.  Are they different directions, or are some

or all of them threads of the same calling for First Church? 

First came a request to use the sanctuary for a candlelight memorial for

transgender people who have been killed in the last year. The call came because

of the work Joel had been doing with the LGBT community in this area, and your

visibility as an open church. Having a 10 year old grandson whose family has been

struggling with his adamant desire to become a girl, I am particularly touched and

interested in this event. In fact, it is Jake’s quest to know who he/she is that

precipitated my visit to his family in Maryland next week.  I know learning about

transgender is a call on my future, but it is yours or not? 

Then came a visit with Pam Chase, who coordinates the general fund for needy

families for the City of Belfast.  She shared her deep concerns with the Mission

committee last week, including the drying up of funds for emergency housing in

view of there not being any homeless shelter in Belfast area.  A recent article in

the online Penbay Pilot explained that the meeting of concerned locals and

professionals met at the library because it’s recesses are one of the places where 

homeless often sleep.  The need to find better solutions before the deep cold sets

in didn’t have to be capitalized.  The Mission committee wondered if this church

could do something.  Perhaps a few of you could educate yourselves further, and

attend the next informational meeting on Wednesday, October 19  at theth

Hutchinson Center.  Email Belfast Homeless Coalition, or talk with Pam Chase, for

the time and details.  Might this be a clue to First Church’s future calling? 

And of course, for many of us, the clashing of the presidential candidates debate

was assaulting our attention this week.  Those of you who were watching

probably remember the sigh of relief, surprise, even hope, when an audience

member was permitted to ask one last question:  Would each of you please state

one thing that you respect/admire in the other. And lo and behold, they did! A gift
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from the moderators who answered that still small voice saying……someone has

to DO something here!  This is being televised to thousands of men, women and

children, surely something can be done! Michelle Obama was moved to offer an

inspiring and moving response, in the category of SOMEBODY NEEDS TO SAY, THIS

IS NOT OK OR NORMAL.  And finally, I attended a debate in Rockland between the

two candidates for Knox County Senate, moderated by acting editor of the free

press. When it came time for members of the audience to step to the microphone

to ask their own questions, every single person started by saying some version

of…Thank you for giving us civil debate tonight, thank you for being respectful of

each other, thank you for the tone of this evening.” It was almost as if those

gathered would have gladly voted for both candidates, if only on the hope they

could bring that level of civilty to our state government!  Do any of you feel

moved to be creative about ways to teach, encourage and applaud civility in the

public discourse, schools and churches as part of your mission? 

Then came the transitional team conversation this past Friday morning in the

parlor. As we put together all your excellent and honest answers to the three

questions……by the way there were a total of 46 people participating in the week

of small groups discussios…….and another 12 with written comments in the

plate….as well as most committees devoting time to discussion…..one constant

theme about what is lifegiving here, is the people.  Not just nice people…every

church wants to think they are nice and friendly people….but that here folks are

experienced as engaging and genuine (they really want to know who you are) and

and both caring and helpful, (they really mean it! ).  

I asked, how did people here become that way?  Then a pattern I had been

hearing about since I arrived emerged…….well, Kathy and Linda were always there

to welcome new people, remember their names, get their contact info…..and

always, always, would come an invitation for dinner.  (For those of you new to the

church since spring, Kathy and Linda had to move to Scarborough for health

reasons last spring).  Then I got it, they taught you how to be that way, and you

got it, and you are passing it on.

And many of you, having gotten beyond that sense of being thrown off balance

when you see same gendered couples or families, are now equipped to turn

around and look over your shoulder and see who else has been left out, is
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disconnected, feels separate and “other.”  Can you incorporate what Kathy and

Linda offered to you, and the effect their hospitality had on yours, and reach

beyond your comfort to others? 

In serving a church in Pittsford,Vermont around 2000, when the civil unions were

being debated in Vermont, we had many conversations similar to yours here

under the arch of O and A. Then we started to notice everthing changing. 

The family with an emotionally challenged daughter started bringing her to

church, and those sitting near her learned to accommodate her occasional

outbursts during worship. She so clearly loved to worship and sing hymns, and

they stretched.  Then those who had hearing loss started to speak up….they

started to believe they would be heard and not made ashamed….and when we

announced a meeting for hearing loss after worship, 1/3 of the congregation

showed up!  Some had aids and didn’t wear them, some could’t afford them,

some just needed someone to hear how difficult it was, how it damaged

relationships, and explain not every hearing loss is the same.  For some it’s the

pitch, for some it’s volume, for some it’s vibrations, and so on. Instead of being

stalled on a new hearing aid system for the church, they embarked on learning

about different kinds of losses and discovered the Loop system that can work for

a much larger number of folks, and even be installed inpublic libraries, city council

chambers, theaters, etc.  

All kinds of differences showed up. Those who felt other because they were

divorced, or lost their jobs, or had high credit card debt, or had gone bankrupt, 

who had a son or daughter caught with drugs or alchohol, who had a homicide or

suicide in their family….you name it, people became more open and honest, and

in so doing, more connected and a part of things. And that connection,and

concern, went a long way to smoothing their way to getting what they needed

and becoming a full part of the community. THAT is where open and affirming can

go….if you take it up and carry it consciously. 

That’s the smorgasboard today.  More will be added next week.  Notice and

wonder about this.  When someone asks about this church, what will you say? 

First Church is the place where we…………….. Period.  We’re friendly isn’t enough

folks. How are you here to change lives, and how can you tell that to others who
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are looking for a church like that?  Once you know the ending of that sentence,

you will know how and why to reorganize and simplify your committees, and

what you need from your pastoral and lay leadership.  Let us pray. 
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